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ICF A Certified Bar¥tJi_1J,i,tig Agent 
J.J. -"-.i.-., •.:.,..~,,._ .. ,r:'J' •; I• I I 
by Chuck Post , because the faculty in NYC the decision made by the - · ~. · ··--~~--- ,. 
Ithaca College received were adamant About the fact Board, I am sure, will be in the · '~ 
notice from the National that they were not allowed to best interests of Ithaca College FEE D '19 79 , 
Labor Relations Board that vote in what turned out to be a and not just one portion of the '.~· 
the l!h~ca College -~acuity very close dccisio_~.This issue, college co_m~unity." rn1 r. r>r r.r,L' £Gt 11r/~ ~ 
Association was cert1f1ed a5 among other thmgs, was a The obJecuve of the ICF A, 1111 1 11 ~ L, H, ~ olt R · ....._:i ,, 
the bargaining agent for the matter that should have bc~n according to a draft of its con- Periodicals 1 ~ faculty. given very serious con- stitution, is "to promote con- . 
"I was very disappointed sideration by the Washington ditions at IC that arc con- ..__.. J 
because I believe we raised office (of the NLRB) and it ducive to the highest level of 
~ome important issues with the was not even addressed in their tcaching,scholarship,and lear-
NLRB... I did think that response to us." ning." Among the means to 
Washington might review the When asked if the Ad- that end were the protection of 
i~sues more seriously because ministration would bargain in the "faculty's decision-
they are complex, they are not good faith with the faculty, making role~ in areas 
frivilous. We received a brief President Whalen replied, "I traditionally reserved for it" 
document that did not don't know what people mean and " academic freedom and 
adequately address these issues by the term 'good faith'. If it tenure. and defined by the 
and so I was very disappointed means that we are going to American Association of 
although not suprised," said give away authority of the University Professors." /CFA official.~. Chet Galusk(l 
Ithaca College President Board or Administration on ICFA organizers were con- and lfor!'ey Fire.,i<l<' 
James Whalen. collegiate matters, you can fident that the college ad-
President Whalen con- forget it. Let me say the ministration would adhere to 
tinued, saying, "One of them decision is not the Ad- the federal ruling of January 
(the objections Ithaca College ministration's position to 31 and proceed to bargain in 
filed) had to do with the make. The Board of Trustees good faith as directed, said 
faculty we have in New York is the legal governing body of Chester Galaska, one of these 
City. It came to light that these IC and the matter will be taken organizers. · In any future 
faculty members were not sent up with the Board at the judicial confrontations, the 
mail ballots and therefore the February meeting. This is a union's attorneys would be 
NLRB, in my op1mon, very important and complex joined by those of the NCRB 
violated their own procedures. matter which will affect the to uphold the faculty's 
We raised this question future of this institution, and bargaining rights, according to 
a release put out by ICF A. 
ICFA now is the exclusive 
representative of all faculty in 
the college for the purpose of 
collective bargaining. Accor-
ding to the NCRB, the 
faculty has the legal right to 
bargain in the areas of rate of 
pay, wages, hours of em-
ployment, and other terms of 
employment. · 
On February 16, The Board 
of Trustees will meet to decide 
if the college will bargain with 
the ICFA. If The Board 
decides to bargain, the lCF A 
will meet frequently with the 
Administration to work on 
solving their differences. If 
The Board of Trustees decides 
not to bargain with the ICFA, 
the NCRB will sue the college. 
Jewish Holiday Policy Discussed at Congress 
by Karen Stuhldreher . munications conference at 
Lisa Schreter, a sophomore Howard University. JAMAA 
biology major was elected' requested $4,950 in order to 
Parliamentarian of Student charter a bus and send 15 
Congress at Tuesday night's JAMAA member to the con-
Congress meeting. The ference. 
position was left vacant by Stud{!nt Congress also ap-
Josh Cantor when he was elec- proved a new organization, 
ted Vice President of Com- Navigators, for use of 
munications for Student facilities on campus. 
Government last week. Navigators is a Christian 
Also at Tuesday's meeting, awareness group which is open 
J AMAA, a black com- to the Ithaca College com-
munications club at I.C., was munity and whose purpose is 
granted $950 for sending four "to know Christ and make 
representatives to a com- him known to others." 
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lf'forer in ltliaca 's Treman Park 
The report from the Sub-
Committee on Religous 
Holidays of the Campus Life 
Committee was also discussed 
at the meeting. The report 
recommends that classes not 
be held on Yorn Kippur and 
Good Friday and that the two 
days of Rosh Hashanah (the 
Jewish New Year) and Easter 
Sunday be observed in accor-
dance with specified 
guidelines. 
There was discussion con-
cerning the vague wording of 
cert~in of thP<.P -·1idP1ines. 
One Congress member 
questioned what was meant by 
"the student must be provided 
with ample opportunity to 
make up any work missed on 
the religous holidays when 
classes are held." There was 
also confus;on as to what the 
report meant by "No 
examinations will be given on 
designated religous holidays or 
on the subsequent class 
meetings." Discussion was 
continued on page JU 
Chinese Chemists to Visit IC 
By Laura Garber 
A delegation of chemists 
from the People's Republic of 
China is coming to I.C. The 
leader of the group, Dr. Chen 
Ching-yen will give a talk en-
titled, "Synthesis of 
Fluorinated Sulphonic 
Acids." 
Dr. Chen received his Ph.D. 
from Harvard in 1952. In 
China, Chen does research 
work on fluorine chemicals at 
the Shanghai Institute of 
Organic Chemistry. Fluorines 
are stable molecules. Past ex-
perimentation has produced 
teflon while future expec-
tations of fluorines range from 
refrigerants to making a 
possible blood substitute. Dr. 
Chen is now visiting Harvard 
to learn of the progress of 
fluorine compounds used 
medically in place of blood. 
The delegation consisb of 
two other chemists from the 
Shanghai Institute of Organic 
Chemistry, Both received all 
their training in China. 
The purpose of the Chinese 
Chemists coming to the U.S. 
was to attend an American 
Chemical Society meeting in 
Florida. As is the practice of, 
foreign scientists, a lecture~ · 
tour _was arranged. I. C. 
chemistry professor Dr. Frank 
Koch is hosting delegation at 
I.C., as well as handling the 
entire tour for the Chinese 
Chemists. 
The only restrictions Koch 
encountered was finding tran-
sportation to some of the Jess 
accessible schools. 
Koch has been involved with 
manv international chemists 
touring the U.S. He said that 
the newness of US-China 
relations has not hampered the 
Chinese frnedom of mobility. 
It is unlike the territorial 
restriction, placed on vi~iting 
Soviet scientist,, said Koch. 
The Chinese tour is to hring 
interaction between US and 
Chinese chemists. ltnaca 1, 
the halfway point on the fact-
finding journey, said Koch. 
The lecture will take place on 
February 12, 4:30 pm in the 
Science Hall, room 307. Coi-
f ec will be served at 4: 15, 
P:tt.:l' 2 
ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
by Gail duFosse' Photos by Linda Melman 
Question: What is your opinion of cutbacks of student 
privileges on campus this year, such as the cutback of 
student pool privileges and the Crossroads becoming 
"faculty only" at lunch? 
Ray Davis · Ass't. Prof. 
Leslie Raicer · Psych '79 
. k . b . Sociology 
I thm. it puts up more amers I just walked out of the 
betv.:een _students and faculty: segregated seating area for 
I thmk it would ?e better if faculty because I think the 
there were some kmd of com- existence of such a section is 
promise such that both studcn- an insult to students. As a 
ts and faculty :v,:~uld hav_e, ac- Black person, I do not support 
cess t_o the fac1ht1es. If it s a segregation of eating facilities. 
question o~ space, why do th~ It is a damn shame, and 
faculty get It, not the students. someone ought to take down 
.&if!li#~,. the sign. If there aren't 
·t. . 
·---~~ •• ;L, 
I think it's a shame that they 
are taking away the 
"privileges" we arc paying 
for. They aren't even 
privileges. We deserve them. 
• I.· / 
Beau Grosscup - Ass't. Prof., 
enough seats in the Snack Bar, 
more space should be made 
available for everyone, not 
just faculty. 
David Spiegelman · TVR '80 
I feel that the facilities are here 
for the use of the students and 
students should have first 
priority in the use of them . 
P~H~ ~ 
I'm against cutbacks. I think Don Heitman· Dra~a '79 
students pay their money and They should run thmgs on a 
they ought to have fi;ce access f.irs~ come, fir_st serve bas_is, or 
to the facilities. I see this as a hm1ted capacity. I don t see 
part of the retrenchment any need to segregate fac~lty 
against student rights that and students. They are ahen-
were won in the late '60's. In ated enough already. 
principl~, I am against all ~i 
scgregat10n. 11 
"!'rad Albright - Phys. Ed. '80 
As far as the pool goes, I think 
it should be open all the time. 
Also, they shouldn't close 
early like they usually do. 
:J/, 
Katrin Eismann - Pol/Phil '81 
With the curtailment of 
privileges I have to question 
why this institution is struc-
tured the way it is, and why 
there is such a conflict in the 
values of the administration, 
faculty and students. I want 
to know where my tuition 
dollar is going and what I am 
sup ortin unknowin ly. 
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EDITO 
An Impossible Dream? 
The Ithaca 'College Faculty Association was certified by The National Labor Relations 
Board last friday, which means the faculty at I. C. is unionized. The faculty now has, collec-
tively, the legal right to influence decision-making in such areas as tenure and promotion, 
working conditions, and faculty contracts. 
Unionization of the faculty should have a very positive impact on the quality of education 
at I. C. because it insures faculty input concerning decisions that effect the academic 
curriculum, an area they should certainly know well. It also insures that the J acuity will help 
make tenure and promotion decisions, allowing the close contact among faculty members to 
be considered and resulting in a more inclusive decision. 
If it is understood by the faculty and administration that the main objective of an in-
stitution of higher learning is to provide the best possible education, then both groups will be 
working towards the same goal. With this in mind, although forced on them legally, the ad-
ministration should willingly accept the qualified advice of the faculty and bargain "in good 
faith" with the now unionized I.C.F.A .. At the same time, the faculty should remember 
that the administration is the body that can most clearly see the school as a whole and should 
therefore welcome the advice and input of the administration wherever possible. 
The battle to decide whether the faculty will unionize is over. It is now of primary impor-
tance that the administration and the faculty work together. Ideally, they should be ready 
and willing to do so, but this aooears to be an impossible dream. If The Board of Trustees 
decides on next Jriday not to "bargain in good faith, "the battle clearly is going to be a long 
one. 
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OE EDS & LETTERS 
Disco 0 IS Fun but Not for Everyone 
To the Editor: not only have little concern for that. The reason so manv asking for more, more, MORE arc plenty of other people 
who reject the "commercial-
ism in todav's socictv." 
Many of us w~uld rather ;10, 
hear disco on ICB. 
A response to the "lCB-FM disco, million~ hate disco. people despise disco is bd- DISCO!! We non-disco people 
Lacks Disco" article: While North Fortv and Nitc cause it's e\·er_ywherc. arc tu rt her aggravated bv 
Why don't _you wake up. Court arc packcci with the Not to mention the hordes of \\ hat disco has come to stand 
Disco is clearly a fad that is disco crowd, the fest of the disco groups already present. for: a lot of people playing 
sweeping the nation. Millions people in Ithaca (and I would established rock stars arc the role of the chic-elite that 
(including yourself I'm sure, bet the majority) arc not danc- "turning" to disco. Stars like they arc not. dressing up like 
Mr. 0' Reilly) are mobbing ing and would rather not hear Rod Stewart and Billy Joel arc the sill_\ people who frequent 
Lee R. Sachs 
273-0560 
Terrace 12A-Rm. 308A 
discotheques to dance their disco. a couple of the multitudes that Regine's and Studio 54. As 
hearts away to the fabulous I understand that to you have injected their new music \\ c '\'(: learned from the Studio Editor'~ note: The letter "lCB 
FM Lacb Disco" appeared in 
the Januarv 25 issue of the 
Ithacan on ,;age 3. 
disco beat. Why can't we disco is more than a beat. with the repetitive pulse of 54 bust. disco can stand for 
hear more disco music on our Disco is a release, a form of disco. decadence. 
campus station, ICB-FM? ! expression, and a hell of a lot If I don't hear enough disco You arc welcome to dance 
Because millions more people of fun. There's no harm in people write articles like vours until _vour feet -;well. There 
Student Questions Bo~rd Policies 
fo the Editor: everyone else seem to concur benefits. Let us though face conditio_ns that must be met Africans, and in turn the 
This letter was sent to - upon is that the situation in specific realities. what this does not amount to reality of 5elf-dctermination 
Chairperson of Board of South Africa is repugnant and Discrimination may be is a "policy." A "pacifier" is for those presently reduced to 
Trustees. reprehensible. However, the eliminated in areas of cm- a more appropriate title. The a state of legally ~anctioned 
Chairperson Werner: means towards effectuating ployment; however, the denial policy essentially means 'iubordination. The college'~ 
I am writing this letter for (fundamental) change is where of social and political self- nothing when there are in fact role in advocating univer'ial 
two reasons: in lieu of the our differences have existed. determination will be allowed no specific criteria to be met. freedom should not end with a 
Board's upcoming decision The assumption the prospec- to continue and thrive at the When everything is left up to decision to divest. It .,hould in 
concerning the possible adop- tive policy asserts is that by expense of human misery. interpretation (of the Board) fact continue to be s;ocially 
tion of the investment policy maintaining these financial Therefore, how can the board, th e policy become, responsible and consider the 
proposal released to the Ithaca holdings, and by pressuring in its alleged "socially con- meaningless. ramifications or all decisions 
College community following corporations via prm,y scious" mind, defend the The third point to be rendered whether they directly 
the fall board meeting, and resolutions and other means, notion that significant change st ressed is that those ad- affect the Ithaca College 
what many students consider corporations will in turn act to will be able to become a vacating dive'ititure arc not community or not. 
the insensitivity of the Board alter the employment practices reality. doing so with the intention of If, in fact, the Board adopts 
in acting in an efficacious and begin to treat black and Secondly, this prospective recognizing financial with- this "policy", do not expect 
manner when addressing im- "colored" employees on an policy states that if changes in drawal as an end in itself. This students at Ithaca College to 
portant policy decisions. "equal" level with whites. We employment practices have will act solely as a means be appeased and accept what 
First, concerning Ithaca are told that this not occurcd within "a signific toward an end. The "end" would amount to a "non-
College's financial support of repugnant situation will be ant amount of time" then represents the termination of decision." 
the legally racist South eradicated as a result of in- Ithaca College would in fact exploitation a nd alienation Todd W. Bernstein 
African regime. The one stituting equal employment divest. In view of the lack of practiced a}ainSt black South Ithaca College '79 
premise that the Board and opportunities and monetary any time framework in the ~0»0">~~<-0"·<Q><.v>·.q,.q,._q,<q,..q,._q,._q, . q,'°"-4 
SAB Clarifies Move 
To the Editor: 
This letter is concerning last 
weeks article on the SAB move 
to the Student Government of-
fice. 
We, the movees, who retur-
ned from Winter break to find 
the entire contents of our 
previous office, ie, files, mail, 
messages etc, randomly 
thrown in boxes, feel the need 
for some clarification._ 
One of last week's ar-
ticles stated that we returned 
to "unexpectedly" find our 
office combined with Student 
Government office. A com-
bination is one thing, a student 
Government office with an 
SAB cubicle area, is another. 
Regardless of SAB 
chairperson's statement that 
we were aware that our office 
was temporary. The fact is, 
we, the board members, were 
never made aware of this fact. 
Given the late date that 
Ms. Sutton's request was gran-
ted, we realize it was a difficult 
and complicated situation, 
however, we are insulted by 
the fact that only Grape and 
Carr were consulted. Where 
does the board fit in? Did it 
occur to anyone who was a 
part of the decision making 
process that possibly we would 
have preferred to move our 
stuff ourselves which would 
have allowed for some order 
instead of the chaos we were 
faced with? 
While we agree that it 
maybe a logical place for SAB 
to be located, the way the 
facilities pre<;ently stand are 
both insufficient and 
inoperable for our purposes. 
In addition, we rebuff the 
statement that we work "so 
much together with the 
Student Government." 
What we propose is the 
building of two additional 
cubicles to be used as office 
space, as is presently provided 
for Student Government of-
r· 
.ices. 
While we agree with 
Hallenbeck 's statement whole-
heartedly that the move 
showed disregard for the 
Student Government officers, 
we feel he, along with· 
everyone else, I 
Valentine's Day 
1 February 14 
order early 
showed disregard for the SAB. 
It's unfortunate that this 
happened the way it did. At 
any rate, given what we have, 
we will continue programming 
We hope that in the future we 
are not so easily overlooked. 
Those Affected 
By The Move 
Editor's Note: 
The letter concerns an ar-
ticle in the February I issue of 
the Ithacan entitled "SAB 
moved to Student Government 
Office" (pg 1). -
JI v~ ] r-·---- . orders accepted 
L~ ~-- __ _ by phone 
277-4033 
EAST HILL PLAZA 
JUDD F~LLS RD. 
§ v~v ~ i HAVE A HEART! \) g D t f Send your sweetheart a singing f 
§ Valentine from Ithaca's most talented § t singers. Proceeds go to the American § 
"' Cancer Society § 
~q ~ f CJ (Jc1 Call X487 or 273-7664. .. t 
p..,,.q,._q,..q,,.q,~...q-.,q,,q.~,q,,q,~q-<:r i,. 
SKIERS 
It's time to get your skis in 
shape! Work done by 
trained techniciansa 
This includes binding51 
lubrication and free 
pick-up and delivery 
Call Scott or Rob at 
273,,.5593 
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The Trials and Tribulations of Soviet Dissidents 
bv Andrea Herman 
· Harvev Fire~ide, professor 
of politic., at IC, has written 
a book tentatively titled 
Soviet PsJchiatric Imprison-
ment. The book addresses the 
plight of Soviet dissidents and 
one type of trial they are 
~ubject to. 
In one of every ten cases, 
said Fireside, a psychiatric 
trial occurs. Nobody really 
knO\\ s what criteria this de-
cision is based on. he added. 
One reason he suggested 
for thi~ type of trial is the dis-
co\'ery of a "mental weak 
,- COMMONS 
I CLOTHING I Largest selection 
spot" in the accused individual 
some aspect of his or her past 
that could be the cause of 
his or her present behavior. 
Another reason, Fireside 
continued, is the desirability 
of conducting a "trial in ab-
sentia." In tlfr, instance, he 
~aid, the accused individual 
is considered to be too "men-
tally sick" to attend. The ad-
vantage, he added, is that 
communication of speeches 
to the western hemisphere by 
prominent defendants can 
be 11voidcd. 
According to Soviet law, 
an individual must have e 
trial. In psychiatric trials, 
Fireside said, "all the cards 
stacked. There has never 
been a Soviet acquital on a 
political charge," he noted. 
Writings on dissidence can 
have some measure of impact, 
said Fireside. In foreign re-
lations with the U.S.. the 
Soviets seek to impress, he 
continued'. Media exposure 
in the West. Fireside added, 
helps the Soviet political 
prisoner stay alive. 
Soviet Psychiatric Imprison-
ment, to be published by 
W. W. Norton & Co. in the 
fall, is not a textbook or a 
scholarly reference book, said 
Fireside. "I hope it wilJ reach 
a general audience and some 
pre,;surc will build for Ameri-
can intervention." 
The book is divided into four 
chapters and three appendixes 
"Through Western Eyes", 
"Patients", "Doctors", 
"Registers", a Soviet under-
ground manual on how not 
to be sent to a psychiatric 
prison, an interview with one 
ex-prisoner. and an expose 
by a .Soviet ambulance driver. 
It is 200 pages long, and writ-
ten in a journalistic style said 
fireside. He hopes to feature 
in the book photographs pre-
viously published in a German 
Harvey Fireside 
magazme, and never before 
seen in the U.S. 
In the past five years, 
Fireside has published more 
than three dozen articles and 
reviews on Soviet dissidents. 
He is a founder of the Ithaca 
branch of Amnesty Interna-
tional, a London-based organ-
Phoro bv Gail ,Lahm 
ization funded solely by its 
members. Fireside will make 
a major contribution to that 
organization out of the royal-
ties from the book. The first 
group of its kind, said, Fire-
side, Amnesty International 
looks into the plights of dis-
sidents all over the world. I h:~s 
i and 1 
recycled clothing 
Working Mothers: ProhleIDs and Lifestyles 
~ i 
·X, 
by Betteann Sacks 
"Problems or the Working 
Use Your RIP-OFF Mother" was the topic of a 
and receive 20% off speech by guest lecturer Mar-
open Mon. - Sat. 
10:00 · 5:30 l tha Tu~nbull, Ithaca College's Waletbed~-Any Size 29 .95 t· . . 
107 S. Cayuga St. I Hou'><.' of Shalimar 
Ii 
273
_
0181
. i Collegerown-Commons-Pytam,d 
¥ ! 273-7939 or 2S7-2222 
~~1-a-~,.-. .. a_a_a_i L-----~-----' 
Valentine's Flowers 
Phone 272-8410 
BOOLS Flower Shop 
i ffi Downtown 
~~_a:;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~e 
209 N. Aurora 
i•oo••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f SUB'S & SUCH&ai 
• • • • f food from south of th~rder : 
<> • 
<> • 
<> • 
• • 0 • 
: Mexican specialities i 
i including: i 
• • i Tacos; E nchlladas· [3urritos· : 
<> ' ' • i Tost~das; and our daily: 
: spec,al. : 
<> • 
<> • 
<> • 
0 • 
Director of Personnel, at Cor-
nell University on January"3 I. 
The speech is part of a series 
called "Women in the 
Working World", which is 
sponsored by the Cornell Per-
sonnel Department. 
In 1978, 42.1 million mem-
bers of the U.S. work force 
were women, and ap-
proximately 23 million women 
were married, according to the 
National Commission on 
Working Women. 
Each working mother has 
differ~nt problems, according 
to Turnbull, but there are 
some problems that are com-
mon. 
The common problems that 
Turnbull discussed include: I) 
working out the time bind and 
the logistics of having a family 
and a job, 2) overcoming guilt 
about being a working 
mother, 3) seeking appropriate 
child care, 4) and integrating 
home and work life. 
According to Turnbull, 
problems develop with wor-
men who take on paid em-
ployment without making ap-
propriate changes in the 
house. 
In a question and answer 
session, Turnbull said that 
there are so many working 
women who are not there by 
choice. 
A woman may have problems 
if she has been socialized to 
think of the house as a 
woman's responsibility, ac-
cording to Turnbull. Also, she 
said, at another part of the 
discussion, that the working 
woman has to become more 
accepted. 
Guilt is a common problem 
among working mothers. 
They are quick to accept the 
blame for problems with 
children, teenagers, and other 
social problems, according to 
Turnbull. 
Causes of social problems 
have been "over-simplified", 
according to Turnbull, and she 
said she has "yet to see 
evidence that these problems 
don't occur in homes where 
only the father works''. 
The working mother faces 
problems with child care. Ac-
cording to Turnbull, Tom-
pkins County has probably 
more day care opportunities 
than other communities across 
the country, but it is still dif-
ficult to get funds for day 
care. 
The problems of the working 
continued on pa?,e 8 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
Make your sweetheart something 
special: see the pros at ... 
w~;~~,..~~~ts 
Q Phone 272-4920 
r<Q><Q>,.?->~~,.?->..q~ 
t Buy that someone special ! 
t something special for J 
t Valentine's Day .§ 
§ t 
i ~ l 
i Don't forget about our great subs and : 
: hot dogs. : < 
§ § 
§ § 
::·: J fH & H Liquors & Wines § 0 • 0 • 
0 •· 0 • 
: 103 N. Aurora St. : 
g (across from Ragman's) : 
g 273-1711 : 
: Located at the fo~t of Aurora St. hill g 
~ 0 
Qoooooooooooooo~ooo~ooooo~o<>(>+oooooooooooJ 
~ § 218the Commons f 
~u § 212-2111 § § 
L free gift wrapping <Q><Q,<q,~.q,<Q>~,.n.<0>,.0-,..h><.o-...O-....,,.,. 
, ·' 
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Photos bJ· Bruce llforo•ohk 
The folk duo "l\loth und Stur'' appeared thiH \>l'l'kend in the CroHHroads Coffeehom1e. 
iodic<Jls 
A ward Winning Pianist 
Performs At IC 
B:y Karen Johnston 
Ithaca College'-; Ford 
Auditorium drew a large 
audience last Wednc<,day fo1 
an opportunity to hear the 
renowned piani'>t Garrick 
Ohl'ison. Ohl'ison da,1led the 
audience ,,ith his clarity. pre-
cision and technique. 
The performance featured 
piece.., by BeethoH·n. Brahm.., 
and Handel. Fulhm 111g a brief 
intcrmi..,sion. the pianist·., 
remaining pcrlurmancc con-
ccntr;1tcd on ,,·ork.., h, Fred-
erick Chopin. · 
Ohlsson recciH·d an O\'er-
,, helming and wC'll-dc<,cn-cd 
ovation and returned for two 
cnrnres in which he ph!yed the 
"A Flat Chopin Waltl" and a 
tlashv work bv DcBussv called 
"Fir~works". · · 
A reception for'Ohlsson was 
- held immediatclv after the 
performance. · 
Garrick Ohlsson began his 
musical studies at the age of 
eight. A graduate of .Julliard 
School of Music, Ohlsson has 
had several interesting a-
chievements. In 1970, Ohlsson 
made his n ame known as he 
won the coveted Chopin Inter-
national Piano Competition in 
Warsaw. His victory in Poland 
marked the first time an 
American has ever taken first 
place in this competition. 
Other performances b\' 
Ohl..,'ion include his ap-
pearance with the Philadel-
phia Orchestra in Avcrv 
Fi'>hcr Hall in New York and ;1 
'>penal performance in the 
White House. 
Ohl'><,011·.., rnncert tour e:-.per-
icncc i.., quite L':o.tcn..,1,c. HL· 
tr:l\cl'> and pcrforn1., throt:gh-
011t tile L1.S. and l:t1l"<>f'l' :111d 
ha., appcarl'd \\ itll -,uch 
prnmincn1 .,_, mphonic grou11-, 
a.., the orcl1l''>lr.1., of Balun:l•re. 
80<;1011. Chicago, Cincinnat:. 
Demer. Detroit. Philadelphia 
and Scat t le. 
Garrick OhJ.,son·.., \ i~it tu 
Ithaca \\as not limited to the 
performance in Ford Hall. 
Ohlsson olfrrcded interested 
mu<;ic students a Chopin work-
'ihop. This workshop was an 
informal gathering in which 
- five I.C. music students per-
formed works by Chopin. 
Playing before Ohlsson were: 
Maria Delgado. Ellen Pearl, 
Claire Gonka, Linda Mc-
Closkev, and Nancv Model!. 
These - students · received 
suggestions for their playing 
from Ohlsson himself. The 
workshop was a tremendous 
experience, not onlv for the 
five performers, but also for 
the other students and facultv 
who attended. • 
VIC, The Station Without The ''W'' 
VIC, or the station without the 
'W', as it is referred to, is 
the only radio station or-
iented to the Ithaca College 
Community. Program Director 
Dave Abrams explained, "VIC 
is tailored to fit the needs of 
Ithaca College. We Take 
polls on the campus to find 
out what the Ithaca College 
Community wants to hear on 
their radio ·station." 
VIC aims to be a "personal-
ity" station. The morning 
shows, from 7-10 daily, are 
designed kl inform the I.C. 
studen-ts about the I C 
campus and the ,·,orld. 
VIC's morning D.J. 's also 
read the Macke menu for the 
day so the students will 
know what to expect. VIC 
also provides free announce-
ments to public service groups 
who \Vould like to announce 
upcoming events. 
Responding to the afore-
mentioned polls, VIC has 
developed disco shows 
on Friday and Saturday 
niphts, and specialty pro-
grams on Sunday evenings, 
beginning with Campus 
GraphitJ. This show begins at 
6 p.m. It was conceived to 
discuss the aspects of Ithaca 
College which affect students 
daily. Past shows have dealt 
with the Security Division, 
The Health Center, and the 
Rape prevention Team. 
At 7:00, the Artist Special is 
featured. Each week, a newly 
released album is "tracked" 
(played through) without com-
mercial interruption. The 
Ithaca Top 20 is a popular 
program on VIC. Each Sunday 
at 8 p.m. Gene Hallahan playing with rhyme~. Event-
runs dow1~8;J list of the most ually. I decided that ,,e·d use 
popular mU'ilC m Ithaca for Bic lighters as promotions to a 
that week. Specialty Sunday Flip To Vic contest." So far. 
VIC has given awa_v hundreds 1s concluded with Recollect-
ions II, heard from 10 to 1. of dollars worth of prizes. 
Station manager Ken Haber's In addition to these prizes. 
oldies show is possibly the there arc three grand pril'.cs 
most popular show on VIC. including two weekends on the 
One of VIC's major success- town and a $1,000 guitar. 
cs this year has been the Flip On Wednesday. designated 
· to VIC contest. Campus Flip To VIC day. spotters arc 
Affairs director Rich Morris seen around campus giving 
,ma\ __ · dinners. pizzas. stereo 
stumbled onto the idea one 
day. "I heard a Bic commercial equipment and much more. 
on the radio and began 
Ithaca Students 
In Central Casting 
Star 
Play 
b_y Mind_y Janow 
"Hooters", a bright, spark-
ling comedy, opened last 
Thursday at Central Casting. 
The script, by Ted Tally, is 
witty, realistic, humorous and 
sometimes sad. 
"Hooters" is about two 
young men who vacation in 
Cape Cod for the sole purpose 
of meeting women, and, sim-
ultaneously, about two women 
who vacation there for the sole 
purpose of avoiding men. 
Needless to say, the four meet 
and various com'plications 
arise. 
The two men, Clint and 
Ricky, who believe they are in 
their sexual prime at 19, arc 
played by Don Heitman and 
Paul Bernstein respectively. 
Clint is the underdog and he 
follows Ricky, who is a self-
appointed stud. The two 
women, in their mid-twenties, 
arc Cheryl. a blond 'air-head· 
played by Melissa Downes, 
and Ronda, her feminist friend 
played by Sharon Friedman. 
The four actors, who are 
past and present I.C. students 
work very well as a company. 
Their interpretations brought 
out the humor and emotional 
impact that Ted Tally seemed 
to have intended. 
Friedman and Bernstein 
were especially outstanding. 
Their portrayals were sincere 
and believable and contained 
non-stop energy. Heitman 
was also quite good, but at 
times he had a tendency to 
lose his believabilitv. Downes 
though an attracti~e woman, 
overacted consistently, there-
fore the audience did not em-
pathize with her character. 
Susan German directed 
"Hooters" with a realistic 
touch that reflected the foibles 
and strengths of these very 
human characters. 
The set was very suggestive 
It contained no walls. but con-
tained two hotel room~ and a 
beach. 
"Hooters" is an enjoyable 
play, full of humor. I highly 
recommend it. 
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Ears! Briefcase Full Of Blues 
By Scott Greene 
In a time when rock-n-roll 
seems to have Jost its roots, 
Briefcase Full Of Blues comes 
to the charts and serves as a 
reminder to us that rock was 
born of the blues. So many 
people don't realize that the 
blues are the origin of our 
whole music culture. 
If you're sick of disco, pop 
rock, and, as Elwood and 
Joliet Jake Blues put it, "pre-
programmed electronic 
drive, "you'll love this album. 
It's blues, it's simple, and it's 
wailing music. 
The Blues Brothers areDan 
Akroyd and John Belushi of 
Saturday Night Live fame. 
This is probably one reason for 
the notoriety of this album. 
Regardless of this, the music 
is top quality. Not only are 
Akroyd and Belushi great 
comedians, they're also able 
muscians. 
Belushi's voice is perfectly 
suited for the blues. It 
drives into your gut, pulls at 
your intestines and forces you 
to scream along. His voice 
UNLIMITED 
SHRIMP /t · 
at our unique ~ _.-· · . .-~ · .......v.--
salad bar c~.~ ..-1. 
PLUS Unlimited \. .~ 
Appetizers and Desserts ~--; ;;/ 
. TortrJJaffl~ZJ$ning Feb. 1 
TUVUACI<~'§ 
ROUTE 13. ITHACA. N.Y. CJ RESERVATIONS-272-6484 
PEOPLE'S 
POI IERY DeWitt Mall 
10:30-5:30 
277-3597 
Friday & Saturday, Feb. 9th and 10th 
NIT-ECOURT 
215 N. Aurora St. Ithaca N.'Y. 272•3222 
EVERY THURSDAY 
OPEN BAR 
& 
DISCO 
vodl'io, gin, & beer 
t..Odies $3 9-1 om· Men $4 
Fri. Feb. 9 9-1 am 
STEPS 
Late Nite Disco 1-3 om 
Sat. Feb.10 
9-1 am 
Late Nite Disco 
l-3am 
The Original 
MG 
Valentine Party 
coming Wed. Feb.21 ... 
Chieli Minucci 
accurately portrays the social The band which plays be-
decadence, the immorality, hind Joliet Jake and r.lwood is 
the sexual promiscuity and what makes the Blues Bro-
the fun that is the blues. thers. It's a tight group of 
Dan Akroyd, the almost musicians, who've obviously. 
silent member of the Blues played a Jot of blues. Their 
Brothers, plays a very import- solos are almost always 
ant role in this band. He plays outstanding. Worthy of special 
the blues harp, one of this note are Lou Marini on tenor 
music's necessary instru- sax, Matt Murphy on guitar, 
ments. His solo's on "Hey and Paul Shaffer on key-
Bartender" and "Shot Gun boards. The entire horn 
Blues" are his shining stars on section blows its brains out, 
this album.Akroyd sings lead and you can feel it. I think 
on one song, "Rubber Bis- that's missing in many of 
quit". · today· s performances. 
-
Met Soprano Will 
Give Class at IC 
by Gail duFosse Company. of Boston, the 
Metropolitan Opera Opera Society of Washington 
soprano Judith Raskin will and theNBC Television Opera. 
give a master class for the J.C. Students who will be in-
Music School's voice students structed by' Raskin in the 
on Friday, February 9, from 2- Master <;:lass will be s?pranos 
5 in the Nabenhauer Room of Lesly G1scome, Bonme Kast, 
Ford Hall. Carol Tromqley, Kathryn 
Raskin will also perform at Komidar, Nancy Gassner, 
the Commencement Eve Con- Suzanne Victuine and Faith 
cert in May. Dominy, tenor James Pallone, 
Raskin made her debut at and baritone Grahm Stewart. 
the Metropolitan Opera House The student performers arc 
only two and a half years after from the studios of Angus 
her debut at the New York Godwin, Leslie Bennett, 
City Opera in 1959. Roland Bentley, Scharmal 
Since then, she has sung Schrock, Mimi Fuller and Carl 
with such leading opera com- Gutekunst. 
pa~iesas the Lyric Opera of 
Chicago, the Santa Fe Opera 
SHOE TROUBLE? 
SEE 
AURORA SHOE REBUILDERS 
Across from Seneca St. 
Parking Ramp Bus Stop 
206 N. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
Phone 272-7900 
• Heels anci_~Soles Repair 
• Handmade L~adies' Bags 
0 Handbag & Zipper Rei:,,air 
0 Repairs On All Type of Boots 
Pick Up Slat,om 
"Co1enl1111 1 Al !he Cornen 
"l!udenl Cleaning Cenler ~G/ j '·'"'l'Cj-' A,e 
Extrordinary songs on this 
album are "Shot Gun Blues", 
a song about whiskey. desper-
ation and suicide; "Soul 
Man", a familiar tune in which 
Belushi's guttural screams 
tell of a man with love to 
spare; and "B Movie Box Car 
Blues", wailing from start to 
finish, it drives . until 
you get run over. I also have to 
add "I Don't Know" to the list 
because of its wretched sexual 
sloberings. "I Don't Know" 
tells· it like it is. _ 
Suitcase Full Ot Blues is the 
first blues album to attain any 
sort of notoriety in the last few 
years. It deserves that no-
toriety as do the musicians ' 
who play on it. Hopefully, this 
album will · acquaint people 
with the origins of the music 
we've grown up on, and help 
us to appreciate it more. We 
should never have forgotten. 
This column is brought to 
you by Soundcheck Systems, 
Inc., 704 W. Buffalo SV 
They've got great album buys. 
Music 
Quiz 
BJ Mark Felix 
1) What was the first million 
selling record, the artist, and 
the year? 
2) Who wrote "Mc Arthur's 
Park"? 
3) Name the 4 drummers who 
have played with Genesis. 
4) In what film did Meatloaf 
appear and actually get his 
first big break·:' 
5) Who originally recorded 
"Soul Man"? 
I love you. 
Geezer 
Before you plunk down a penny to buy a 
Car Ster 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
MASTERCHARGE 
AND VISA CARDS 
GIFT CERT/FICA TES 
AND GIFT'WRAPPING 
heck. 
una 
eek 
HOURS: OPEN 
MON-WED I OAM-6PM 
THURS-FRI 1 OAM-9PM 
SAT I OAM-6PM 
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
SOUNDCHECK SYSTEMS INC. 
704 W. BUFFALO ST._ ITHACA/ 273-9009 
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Winter Carnival '79 
This Weekend 
Superman 
Gene Hackman, who play~ 
Superman's arch enemy, Lex 
Luther. Hackman is under-
stated, funny and almost steals 
the movie(no pun intended). 
The rest of the cast in-
cludes: Marlon Brando as 
Superman's real father; 
Glenn Ford as Superman's 
earthly father; Jackie Cooper 
as Perry White; Valerie 
Perrine as Luther's girl-
Friday; and Ned Beatty as 
Luther's bumbling assistant, 
Otis. 
bJ Gina Home 
The Recreation Committee 
,of the Student Activities 
Board will sponsor the first 
Ithaca College Winter Carni-
val this weekend. Winter 
Carnival '79 will begin on 
Friday afternoon at 4:20 with 
a Tug-0-War in front of the 
Union. Also on Friday will 
be a volleyball game at S 
and a pancake eating contest 
at 8:30. Friday night, the 
:"Rocky Horror Picture Show" 
will be shown in Textor at 
10:00. 
in front of the Union through-
out the day and the ~culpture~ 
will be judgt.:d on Saturday 
1 
evening. 
Reviewed 
by Barbara Dawson If you'd like to see a movie 
that will entertain you and 
leave you feeling optimisticc, 
or if you'd like to see your 
childhood fantasies brought to 
the screen, then run to sec 
"superman". It's an enter-
tainment event you shouldn't 
miss. 
The Carnival will end with a 
Valentine dinner and a dance, 
both in the Terraces. The 
dance, a semi-formal, will 
feature Steps and Geno the 
Clown. 
4 people - outstanding 
3 people- good 
2 people-fair 
I person- poor 
"Superman", the movie, is 
here. This is an escapist's 
film. Don't go to see this 
movie because you want to be 
intellectually stimulated for a 
few hours. Go to relax and en-
joy it. 
If you've ever read the 
Superman comics or if you've 
ever watched an episode of the 
old Superman TV series, 
you'll be fully prepared to 
view this film. This movie is a 
mixture of both the TV show 
and the comic strip. Super-
man is still disguising himself 
as Clark Kent (the mild man-
nered reporter for the 
Metropolis Daily Planet). 
Lois Lane, Perry White, Jim-
my Olsen and all the other 
characters YDU remember are 
there too. 
The story begins on the 
planet Krypton, the location 
of Superman's birth. Kryp-
ton's orbit had changed and 
Superman's parents were 
worried that the planet would 
explode. They made a 
decision not to leave their 
home and their · friends, but 
decided that their only child 
should be spared. They put 
him in a special space-craft, 
equipped with everything he'd 
need, and sent him on his way 
to earth. His space-craft 
crashlanded in the middle of a 
field in Kansas, where the 
Kents found him. 
Years pass, and young Clark 
Kent grows. As a teenager, he 
could out run speeding trains 
and kick footballs for miles. 
When Mr. Kent dies, Clark 
decides that it is time forhim 
to move on. An outside force 
mades him feel it was 
necessary to go to the North 
Pole. - When he reaches his 
destination, strange things 
begin to happen. Magically a 
city appears before his eyes, as 
does the spirit of his real 
father. He spends 12 years at 
the North Pole while he and 
his father discuss all the 
knowledge accumulated up to 
that time in all the known 
galaxies, and he discovers 
what his true heritage is. At 
the end of this time he emerges 
as the Superman we've all 
come to know and love. He 
makes a decision to go to 
Metropolis and work for the 
Daily Planet and fight for 
"truth, justice and the 
· American way." The rest of 
-the story is right out of the TV 
series and comic strips, com-
plete with the usual happy en-
ding. 
There are several things that 
make this movie something 
special. The photography and 
the special effects are spec-
tacular. While you may not 
actually believe that a man can 
fly, the flying scenes in this 
film are certainly rrtuch better 
than they were in the old TV 
series. Many of the lines are 
corny, but they're funny, 
especially to people who know 
Superman. 
Christopher Reeve, not 
related to George Reeves, 
plays Superman/Clark Kent, 
and is very believeable. 
Margot Kidder is Lois Lane, 
,970's style. She's not just a 
stereotyped defenseless 
female, and can take care of 
herself when she has to. The 
rest of the actors have been 
equally well case, especially 
Play 
Premieres 
The World Premiere of 
"Invitation to a Party", an 
original one act musical which 
was conceived, written, and 
directed by William Squier 
and Jerold Goldstein, will be 
presented for two performan-
ces on Tuesday, February 13 
at 4:15 and 8:15. There is no 
admission charge. 
According to the writers, 
who have been collaborating 
on the show for close to a 
year, the show is a romantic 
musical with a touch of the ab-
surd. 
'2rlass & Custom Fire Screens 
the iron shop 
the commons 
.272•5101 
9 :~& d 
Han4~canarv 
CUP JOINT 
Put A Little Sun In Your 
Hair ... Frost It! 
116 N. Cayuga-in the Clinton House 
273-2221 
On Saturday, events will in-
clude Broom Ball Hoc..key at 
10:30 behind the Chapel; and 
capture the flag at 10:30 and 
shovel races at 2:00, both 
behind the Union. 
Contestants will be able to 
work on snow sculptures 
According to the committee 
member Robin Golden, SAB 
hopes to make this an annual 
event similar to winter carni-
vals at other colleges. 
The Committee i<; encour-
aging all students to parti-
cipate in Winter Carnival '79 
by forming teams for the 
events. Packets contaimng 
instructions and entry blank!> 
arc available at the Office of 
Campu~ Activitie~. 
Answers to Quiz 
;>.\VQ puy urns (S 'pJoJnJg 11!8 'SU!I(().) 1!4d (f 
,\\OlJS ;)JOP!d J()JJOH ,\)fJO}) ( t, 
.\\;)q.\l)V\( L! 61 ')fJn19 l?lll[V • ,,.\UU!?!J!f\ 
u4or pur. uosdtuo4J_ J;)JS;>tl) PIO OJ. )!Jr.a ;)j,'lj .\JJl?.),, ( J 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
~ 
Interested in spending 
a semester at the Ithaca 
College London Center??? 
Then, come to the 
CROSSROADS PARTY!:!::::: 
THURSDAY, 8:15 PM 
FEBRUARY 8th 
in the Union Crossroads 
Chat with fonner 
participants. Slides. 
Snacks and Reer. 
(I.D. Cards Required) 
(Also, feel free to come 
by the office anytime ... 
Applications for Fall '79 
are due by March 20th). 
We're at Muller 218 
274-3306 
AVAILABLE NOW ... aa 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SUMMER ORIENTATION 
Counselor Positions 
Pick-up at: Office of Counseling & Orientation 
top floor Egbert Union 
Applications Available Through: Friday Feba 16 
Counselors Needed: June 17-July 20 
.• I \, I> ~ ', ~ ' I 
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Natural Beer Brewed with Chemicals 
The Miller Brewing Com-
pany filed a complaint Feb. I 
with the Federal Trade Com-
mission asking the FTC to 
require Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 
to stop its "calculated cam-
paign designed to mislead con-
sumers into believing that its 
beers arc natural products-
which they are not." 
In support of its request to 
the FTC. Miller said in its 
brief that Anheuser-Busch, 
Inc., of St. Louis, Mh•;ouri, 
unlike most other brewers, 
adds a processed chemical ad-
ditive, tannic acid, to its beers-
Budweiser, Michelob, Busch, 
and Natural Light. Further, 
the brief stated that Anheuser-
Busch interject~ into its beers 
highly processed beechwood 
slats that are chemically 
treated and also that 
Anheuser-Busch treats the 
water used in brewing with 
various chemicals, such as 
calcium sulphate and 
sulphuric acid. 
The brief filed with the FTC 
states that Anheuser-Bush is 
expending large sums of 
money to advertise and 
promote its brands of beer as 
"natural", "brewed 
naturally" and using "all 
natural ingredients". 
''These claims arc false and 
misleading" because 
Anheuser-Busch's beers arc 
"highly processed, complex 
product,, made with chemical 
additives and other com-
ponents not in their natural 
form," the brief said. 
The processed chemical ad-
di ti vc, tannic acid, has 
previously been classi ficd by 
the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration as safe for me in 
foods and beverages. 
However, its classification as 
safe for use is currently under 
review by the FDA, and in a 
scient i fie report prepared for 
the FDA in ·1977, some 
question was raised as to 
whether a significant increase 
in consumption would con-
stitute a dietary hazard. 
Whether or not increased 
consumption of tannic acid is 
potentially hazardous, it is not 
a "natural" ingredient, the 
brief noted. Accordingly, 
beer made with thi5 additive 
cannot honestly and truthfully 
be promoted as a product 
"derived entirely from com-
ponents as they are found in 
11:1111re". 
Town Cafe Fulfills a Childhood Dreani 
This article appeared in the 
January 8th, 1979 i~sue of the 
!\'ell' York Times. Cah-
hagetown Cafe i~ located at 
-W4 Eddy Street, 111 
Collcgetown. 
Julie .Jordan·, childhood 
da~·dream, mually caq her a~ 
the leading force of a li\'Cly 
literary salon. Her adult 
reality finds her directing pot 
,crubbing. noor mopping and 
"- neading of gigantic hatches 
of homemade whole-grain 
bread. But as owner-and cen-
tral figure-of the popular 
Cabbagetown Cafe just out-
side the gate of Cornell 
University, Miss Jordan is, af-
ter a fashion, fulfilling those 
childhood wishes. 
"This isn't exactly what I 
had in mind, hut it's a 
challenge," she said, ,itting in 
the early morning sunlight 
,ipping a ~teaming cup of 
lemon-laced tea·. "I own the 
re~taurant, but 20 of us run it. 
\Ve all cook. We all wait 
table~. We all work harder 
than we want to, but it', a 
family and it work~." 
The Cabbagetown Cafe, 
organized three years ago by a 
cooperative of former Cornell 
,tudents and purcha~ed by 
Miss Jordan a year and a half 
ago, illustrates the kind of 
metamorphosis such campus 
eateries undergo if they sur-
vive the first year of operation 
and the transitory nature of 
college student~. Begun as a 
vegetarian restaurant in the 
days when vegetarianism was a 
"big deal" this one survived 
largely becau~e someone was 
willing to ~tay and make it 
work. 
"I just ~pent a year training. 
two cooks." Mi~s Jordan said. 
"Now they're going to take 
off for California. And I 
can't blame them. Until I 
bought the re~taurant, I was 
taking off for California every 
six months, too." 
At the age of 28, she ha5 
found it takes time to make 
things work, particularly 
restaurants. In a campus 
town, this means providing an 
informal atmosphere for 
good, inexpensive food and 
lots of it. 
The food at Cabbagetown 
Cafe (the name comes from an 
album by the rock group The 
Band is fresh, filling and 
highly imaginative, and it 
would be hard to spend more 
than $4 on a multicourse din-
ner. The menu, full of sprout 
salads, spicy Mexican dinners, 
st ir-fricd vegetable<;, hearty 
soups and wholegrain bread, i, 
mostly inspired by Mis, Jor-
dan, who is also the author of 
a vegetarian cookbook, "The 
Wings of Life" (The 
Crossing Press, 1976, s5. 95), 
which is popular on campuses 
across the nation. 
While - Miss Jordan is a 
vegetarian herself, she said she 
was happy to see "the heyday 
of all this alternative life style 
talk" a thing of the past. 
"I'm not out to convert 
anyone," she said. "And 
people don't come here just 
because it's a vegetarian 
(. 'hint·,-,,· -Amt·ri(·arr Food 
restaurant. They come here 
for good whole foods, soups 
and sandwiches." 
Hot Mexican di,hes arc the 
cafe's specialty, and the com-
mon icebreaker among 
strangers seated next to one 
another at the wide pine ben-
ches is: "Is the food hot 
today?" 
"Because we have so many 
different cooks," Miss Jordan 
said, "you never really get the 
same dish twice. Some like a 
lot of spice, others don't. But 
we have to watch it here in 
New York. People here aren't 
used to spicy food." 
The Cabbagetown Cafe, 
which is in a space that once 
housed a pizza parlor and 
seats about 50 patrons, 
operates successfully on the 
barter system for many of its 
needs-local potter supplies all 
the rich brown stoneware and 
an artist designs attractive 
menus, each in exchange for 
meals. 
"In the summer, Miss Jor-
dan said, ·•1 try to grow most 
of the fresh vegetables for the 
cafe. But when I can't, I get as 
much as possible locally 
grown. I only have so much 
energy.'' 
118 Jf/. State Street 272-7350 *Workings Mothers 
r-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-•-a1m1 i Mitchell's ! 
Kawasaki & Power Equip ~ 
clearance on all'78 models to make room for '79's I 
come down and deal on 78's in stock • 
We've Got Something 339 Elmira Rd. ! 
Your Mother Never Told You About... i Mo~~:;f ~~1o-s ! 
The Precision Haircut. • Sat 7:30-4 I g closed Sunday's • 
Precision haircutting is our method of cutting your 
hair in harmony with the way it grows. Sure your hair 
eventually grows out, but with a precision haircut it 
doesn't lose its shape. 
~a~a~•~•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-~ 
.------------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
And because your hair falls naturally into place. • 
You won't have to keep fussing with it. 
Now you've got something you can tell your I 
mother about. • 
At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci- I 
sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $12.00 • 
whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments 
are ever necessary. 
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and condi-
tioning, we do it all, but we really shine with the 
precision haircut, and so will you. 
P:<?fr?:n 
Command Periormanee 
1V ·~ t 1••,l 1•,'t''''Jl,r·,.-01' t•r ..-1=-P':, ~-'YI'.., 
Early Bird Special 
$8.00 per hour 
Mon. - Fri. 
7:00am to 2:00pm 
with student I.D. 
ADVANTAGE INDOOR 
TENNIS CLUB 
Triphommer Rd. 
Coll for reservation ... 257-2202 
Pyramid Mall, Ithaca 
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5 
257-4020 L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·' 
conli1111ed.fro111 Jwge4 
mother are intensified for the 
woman who has a lower in-
come, according to Turnbull. 
The assumption that one 
should not let family repon-
sibilities interfere with work 
has caused problems for 
working women when trying 
to integrate home and work 
life, according to Turnbull. 
Some alternatives to alleviate 
this problem include: I) 
having more flexible work 
continued on page 9 
Hll~,KEY:~ 
201 S. Tiop St. 
It-.. N.Y, 
27Z-8ZQ 
THE 
Music Store 
~iJOOActA~ 
HELP WANTED 
ITSFOR 
YOU ...... 
please call 
274-3207 
x:207 
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Valentines Day PerforD1ance for IC Concert Band 
by Gail duFosse 
The Ithaca College Concert 
Band, conducted by Edward 
J. Gobrecht, Jr., will perform 
on Valentines Day, February 
14, in Ford Hall Auditorium 
at 8: 15. The concert is free 
and open to the public. 
Included in the program is 
the World Premier of the 
*Working Mothers 
conti1111e<lfrom page R 
hours, 2) having alternate 
work patterns, 3) and having 
more liberal-leave policies, 
continued Turnbull. 
The attitude changes of em-
ployers toward pregnant 
working women was "only 
due to legislation," Turnbull 
said. Most employers would 
have never responded to the 
need only. 
Other remedies for some 
problems that working women 
face are: I) letting children be 
a source of help, 2) deciding 
and limiting what con-
tributions one wants to make 
to the school and community, 
3) changing eating patterns, 4) 
supporting child care, which 
will help to increase one's con-
fidcnce about working. 5) 
supporting collective action 
and writing to legislators at all 
levels of government to sup-
port. day care, 6) and letting 
husbands be a source of help 
also, according to Turnbull. 
In a Harvard study, most 
men admitted that they should 
help, and 13 percent said they 
were sharing equally with 
family responsiblities, accor-
ding to Turnbull. She con-
tinued that this figure was 
"much higher than I've seen 
anywhere else". 
There will be a workshop on 
aspects of the "Problems of 
the Working Mother" on 
Feburary 28 at 12:15a.m. in 
Uris Hall, room 202 for any 
interested persons. 
Please Patronize 
Our Advertisers 
F1o1DerB0u411ets 
Roses 
f'OR 
Valentines 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
DAFFODILS, HYACINTHS 
AZALEAS, TULIPS 
ORANGE TREES 
CYCLAMEN 
BONSAI 
•
--- THE PLANTATION 
114 Ithaca Commons 
• 273-7231 
Adirondack Suite, a work m 
four movements composed by 
Ithaca College alumni 
William D. Carney. 
Carney has served as Direc-
tor of Music at Utica College 
and as the conductor of the 
Utica Symphonette for five 
years. During World War II, 
he conducted the Air 
Foret: Band at Stewart Field, 
West Point 
Until his recent retirement, 
Carney was the New York 
State Manager in the 
Education Division of the 
361 Elmira Rd .. 
Xerox Corporation. . 
The Suite was arranged for 
Concert Band· by Jack A. 
Bullock, a member of the I.C. 
Music School Faculty. 
Another work included in 
the Concert Band program is 
Concerto for Tuba and Band 
by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams.which will feature 
soloist David Unland of the 
Music School faculty. 
Unland, a graduate of 
Southern Illinois University of 
Illinois, is a member of the 
I.C. Faculty Brass Quintet. 
Ithaca 273-2253 
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-6; Closed Sundaya 
r 
I 
FRUIT BASKETS Medo To Order 
• FRESH FRUIT 
AND 
SALAD MAKINGS DAILY! 
He has played professionally 
with the St. Louis Symphony, 
the Jaffrey Ballet Orchestra, 
Ringing Bros. and Barnum 
Bailey circus bands, the 
Gateway Festival Orchestra, 
the Ice Follies, and with Dixie 
and German bands in the St. 
Louis area. 
Other works included on the 
program arc "An Outdoor 
Adventure" by Aaron 
Copland,and "Laude 
Chorale, Variations and 
Metamorphosis" by HO\\ ard 
Hanson. 
•Whole Grains•Dried 
Fruits°Cheese• Herbs• 
Natural Juices•Brewers 
Yeast•Baking Yeast (No 
Preservatives)• Poppy 
Seeds•Sesame Seeds• 
Chestnuts•N. Y .S. 
Maple Syrup•Maria's 
Salad Dressing• Bean & 
Alfalfa Sprouts•Tropical 
Fruits in Season 
On the Ithaca Commons 
•• We re AU Heart 
VALENTINE'S DAY ~-1 
FEBRUARY 14 -~ ·1=-\ 
( ~ ' 
She'll know you've got a big heart when she 
sees her initials engraved on that special 
gilt from Roman Craftsmen. Select her 
favorite and have it engraved free of charge 
while you shop. 
A. 97-Stick Pin (Gotdtone Only) $5.00 
B. 85-Bracelot $5.00 
c. 07-Earrlngs (pierced Only) $6.00 
O. 23-Pendant-16" S5.00 
E. 22-Necklace-15" (Goldtone Only) S6.50 
,,,, 
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AN NOUN CEMENTS 
To All Politics MaJor:,. 
Elections for Student Repre-
sentatives to the Politics 
Department will be held 
Tue<;day, Feb. 13th between 
12 and 2 in the Union Lobby 
All those interested in being a 
representative, give your 
names to the Politics Depart-
ment Secretary by 12:00 Mon. 
Your participation is encour-
aged. 
PROFESSOR ROBERTA 
HA:'vlll TON - Concordia 
Uni\ ersi1y, Deparcment, of 
Hi~rory and S0c1ology; "The.: 
Sou al Rclatiom bet\\ cm the 
~exes: Rdlcc1 ion, of 
Capitali~m. The ln~·e,t Taboo 
and Bi,C\ualit~" February 12, 
1979 111 TI02 at 8:00r.rn. 
(!\fonday) 
ZOW. you will soon be 
BURNED. RAPED & PIL-
LAGED. beware ..... 
OLGA BROUMAS, winner of 
the Yale Series of Younger 
Poets competition, will read 
her poetry February 22 in the 
Coleman Union Lounge, Caz-
enovia College, Cazenovia, 
NY. The reading will begin at 
8pm and is sponsored by the 
Women's Writer's Center, 
Inc .. and Poets & Writers, Inc. 
Admission donation $1. 
Coming up: April 5, Alice 
Walker reading; May 24, 
Adrienne Nich reading. For 
more information, call 315-655 
3466, ext. 138. 
SENIORS--
lh Felice Under 
Your I 00 Days Party is 
coming up Saturday, February 
17 at the North Forty. For a 
mere $5, you can drink all the 
top-shelf liquor you desire. 
The partying will happen from 
9pm- lam but the dancing 
won't stop until 3 am. 
HAIRPORT 
o LA TEST STYLE CUTS 
o NATURAL HAIR 
TREATMENT 
o PERMANi:NTS 
o SffiAJGKfENING AND 
CCLORING 
.... 
~ ~~ 
UNISEX SALON 
I ~>: REDKEN I 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
, :o()Tfa}.1 Clf !\\ ifiCllli"1 ST , 
GO SOMEPLACE ABROAD 
THIS SUMMER 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
offers study and travel or,portuAities in 21 summer programs abroad. 
Applications due March 1st. 
LONDON: 
Shakespeare, Filmmaking, History of Costume, Masterpieces of the Visual 
Arts, S:,1dio Ar~ Visual Communications, Photography, Law, Transportat-
10n & D1stnbut1on Management. 
FLORENCE: 
Architecture, Studio Art & Synaesthetic Ed., Humanism & the Arts in 
Renaissance Italy, Psychology. 
VIENNA: 
Architecture, 11,~Ltsic, German Language, Culture & History. 
AMSTERDAM: 
Biology, Law & Public Policy. 
YUGOSLAVIA: 
Organization & Management in a Worker.Owned Economy. 
EAST AFRICA: 
History & Evolution of the Kenyan Nation. 
GREECE: 
Classrcal Geology. 
The Tompkins County Chapter 
of thcNationalOrganization for 
Women (NOW) next meeting 
will be held on Thursday, Feb-
ruary 8, 1979, 4:30 p.m. at 
the DeWitt Park First Baptist 
Church. 
The major part of the program 
will be a panel discussion on 
Affirmative Action. The New 
York State Division of Human 
Rights will supply the modera-
tor from their Syracuse office. 
Panelists will be former assis-
tant professor of Architecture 
(Cornell University), .Jacquel-
ine Livingston-Dennis, assis-
tant professor of psychology 
(Cornell) Donna Zahorik, a1id 
instructor and coach, womens 
physical education program 
(Cornell) Gretchen Dowsing. 
Pigs in Space (PIS) are 1-t 
due to the efforts of Capt. 
Mark. Casey, Big John, Robin 
Katie, Dairnc, and "Spike" 
Gruenberg. 
Lots of luck on Sunday, 
your PR person 
To Roy S. in London 
In the i:nusic building ... 
Thursday 
8:15 Fraternity Recital:Phi 
Mu Alpha 
Friday 
2:00 Master Class with 
Judith Raskin 
7:00 Graduate Lecture 
Recital by Cina Crisaria 
· 9:00 Graduate Lecture 
Recital by Linda Bellofatto 
Saturday 
4:00 Senior Piano Recital by 
Nancy Modell 
8: 15 Senior Flute Recital by 
Jeannette Wilson 
Sunday 
I :00 Junior Piano Recital by 
Nancy Ressel 
bracli Cabaret Night 
8pm Feb. 10, 1979 at Union 
Crossroads with performers 
Mike Weinstein & Friends 
and Kathy Modell. There will 
also be dancing, wine, fellefal, 
and door prizes. Charge $1. 
sponsored by Ithaca Hillel 
Jan-
It's great to 
roommate 
have a 
again! 
Gail 
Lush 
The Traffic Policy Committee 
is accepting recommendations 
for potential revision _of the 
Ithaca College Traffic Rules 
and Regulations. Any com-
munity member--faculty, staff 
administration or student--
may propose changes. It 
should be clearly understood 
that these suggestions will be 
discussed by the Traffic 
Policy Committee and may or 
may not be accepted. 
All proposals for potential 
revision · should be sent in 
writing to Chairperson, 
Traffic Policv Committee, 
c/o Safety and Security D.e-
partmcnt. Ithaca College. 
All recommendations must be 
signed and include a loca1 
campus phone number. 
Please indicate which sections 
of the existing Rules and Reg-
ulations you wish to have con-
sidered for possible revision. 
Per~onal appearances may be 
arranged by contacting Mary 
Lou Burdick, Secretary, 
Office of Safety and Security 
at extension 3353. 
ALL PROPOSALS ARE DUE 
BYMARCH2AT5P.M. -· Having a lousy time; wish you 
were here. , 
love and kisses 
Phi Delta Zone 
Dear Beetle, K2, 
&all of you other 
We all miss you 
Keep on pubbing 
write ocassionally 
chaps, Hon-
-loads. Its going to be another 
l{on- & super Valentine's Day, 
Hope this Valentine's 
great as the 
too! cause I still love you 
day is as 
last 
Love, just the way you arc. 
one! L.JM-- Ellen et. al. Love Chipmunk 
Sexy 
Since 
talk 
for 
P.S. 
Love you, For what 
Al it's worth, I ap-
Suzie S. 
you won't let me 
to you, I'll ask 
my massage here. 
Love Ya Cu tie 
Me 
Smowmen tonight!! 
preciate you. Bowling again 
soon, 'kay? 
Love, 
GAH 
The IC 
handled 
Marlix 
274-3445. 
Blue Brothers 
exclusively 
Enterprises, 
are 
by 
To my favorite dyad partner-
Let's be congruent on 
Valentine's Day. 
Chips--
Happy V-day. Hope it will be 
a good one. You're my one 
and only. 
Love, 
The h_1spector 
Reward $150 for gold 
necklace. Lost Sat. Feb. 3 
between Garden 27 & 
West Tower. Sentimental 
value. Call Jeff or Phil at 
273-9778 or X698. 
* Student Congress 
n,111i1111edfro111 page I 
curtailed until these questions 
could.be reviewed by the sub-
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
$8.00 per hour 
Mon. - Fri. 
11 :00 pm till. .. 
with student I. D. 
,---~-------------, 
, ADVANTAGE INDOOR : I TENNIS CLUB ' 
I I 
I Triphammer Rd. t l-~~~~::~~~:-~~~:~~-1 
committee. 
Junior member of Student 
Congress Daniel (Bud) 
Yablonsky raised issue with 
the placement of Nestles hot 
chocolate machines in the 
dining halls and snack bar. 
Yablonsky brought it to the at-
tention of Student Congress 
that there is presently a 
national boycott of Nestles 
products because it is felt that 
Nestles is promoting infant 
formula in developing and 
third World nations where 
conditions are not conducive 
to using the formula safely. 
"Nestles is using hard hit-
ting advertising in Third 
World countries to promote 
the myth that themodern 
mother bottle feeds her 
baby," Yablonsky said. 
Thousands of babies are dying 
every month from 
dehydration, malnutrition and 
severe gastro-intestinal infec-
tions caused by improper use 
of the infant formula, Yablon-
sky continued. 
Student Congress member 
Todd Bernstein said that it is 
not a question of Nestle~ 
operating in the Tq.ird World 
per se, but the fact that most 
of the people who are pur-
chasing these products do not 
have the sterilization facilities 
necessary io prepare the for-
mula properly and are thus 
being taken advantage of. A 
film entitled "Bottled Babies" 
which deals with this issue will 
be shown at next week's 
Congress meeting when this 
issue will be discussed further. 
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Nat'l Scene: NHL vs@ USSR 
continued from page 12 
reach advantage, so they can 
slow up the fast Russian at-
tack. Another characteristic 
of this team is that they have a 
couple of two-way hockey 
players at forward. They are 
two of the finest defensive 
forwards in the League. This 
will help immensely in slowing 
the Russians. Islander 
General Manager Bill Torrey, 
as well as his assistants Harry 
Sinden and Cliff Fletcher, 
should be commended on their 
selections. 
The Russians have also been 
preparing for the series. There 
has been a rumor going 
around that they built an 
arena with the exact dimen-
sions and curvature 
measurements as Madison 
Square Garden outside of 
Moscow to practice in. The 
rinks in Europe are generally a 
little larger. The Russians 
were also given video-tapes of 
some of the NHL games to 
study. 
This should be a close and 
exciting series, as the other 
series have been. If the NHL 
forwards skate up and down 
their wings, forecheck and 
backcheck, and most impor-
tantly, help on defense, the 
NHL will win the series. 
Another imoortant factor is 
Colter Leads Bombers 
by Amy Doonan 
On the strength of Faith 
Colter's 33 points, the 
women's basketball team 
defeated the University of 
Rochester, 72-60 in the first 
round of the Manufacturer's 
Hanover Tournament. The 
Bombers will meet Syracuse 
University on Thursday in the 
Upstate semi-finals of the 
tournament. The winner of 
the upstate division will play 
the metropolitan division 
champion in a state final on 
Feb. 28th. The eventual tour-
nament champion will receive 
a $3000 grant from Manufac-
turer's Hanover, with the run-
ner-up receiving a $1500 grant. 
Overall, IC's record is 6-5 
with their latest loss to 
Canisius, 66-63, in a game 
marred by turnovers and 
fouls. Once again, Colter led 
the team in scoring, with 34 
Ice Hockey 
Under Way 
by Sue Wolf 
The Ithaca Colleg 
Women's Ice Hockey Team 
played their second game o 
the season against Princeton at 
Lynah Rink last Saturday af-
ternoon. After a devastating 
loss last season of 12-1 to th 
Tigers, the Bombers have 
shown marked improvement, 
though still suffering a 6-2 
loss. After a scoreless first 
period Princeton began theirl 
attack scoring three goals,· 
Ithaca soon retaliated when 
points, and she also pulled 
down 20 rebounds. So far this 
season, Colter is averaging 
22.3 points per game and 11.6 
rebounds per game. 
The Bombers next home 
game will be held on Sat., Feb. 
17 vs. St. Lawrence Univer-
sity. Tip off is at 3 om. 
You Don't Need a Subway! 
To 
• 
-DeW1it Mall 
• ethm, mqht 
·cm Sunday 
.daily special 
Get 
VIS4• 
STORE WIDE SALE 
50% off 
When you are 
·1n Cosent1ni·s Shoes· 
step downstairs to find 
blouses. sweaters. pants. 
skirts all at low low pnces 
130 The Commons 
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat 
Thurs & Fri Night 
Open till 9:30 
• 7.,71-S-tCi1() 
• fi ec)1 !isb on 
weekends 
-.(1'.")l!l"rnCt VCClt'!dn-:m 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
that the NHL must stay out of 
the penalty box. The Russians 
have a potent power play and 
too many NHL penalties will 
work to the Russians advan-
tage. If the NHL starts to run 
all over the place with no sem-
blance of organization, the 
Russians will pick them to 
pieces. 
Bits N Pieces: 
Billy Martin will most 
likely not be returning to the 
Yankee helm in 1980. Owner 
G eorge Steinbrenner will ask 
Martin if he remembered when 
he called the Yankee owner a 
liar. Then George will tell 
Billy he was right. It is about 
time that the Rod Carew saga 
is over. It was about as boring 
as the Pete Rose saga. The 
Yankees made the best deal by 
not making a deal for Carew. 
• 
IL1n11!111y 1.., .1 ... i.111· rt·t ti_l.!"ll\il'd 
I,\ tll,· gr,·.il iii:iln-.,0J1h1 r-, ,b 
.111 11111nl'd1.111· pn·n·qL1h1t,. 1if 
llt',llJ(y .\ 1 tJlllflllU!ld J", lt (llH'd 
!J1•,1ulilul 11111! \\IH·n 1h p.1rt ... 
.1rt• 111il,1rm11111n11 .... 1111nlnn.11,c,n lht• \\oriel h 
, .111,·d l11•.n1!1lt1i .111d 11 ... i r1·.itn1 h d,·...,1J.!!l.tll'd 
1/1,• ~f111d l111·,1:h1• ~1111d flt'I/Ol"lt' /l\11..,/ ,Ill Ill 
r ()J1!•,r11111y \\ :t/1 i: ... 11\\ll ildlllrl'. tilt· ~(J!)(! 
,It llllL'. .111 11r1l:11;...: r,, 11-. 11\\ll 11.1tun· h 11.ir:11(1/ly 
h,·1 ,1:1-,1· tlw !.!t111d \\h1t Ii 11 :t ,H't omplhht·" 
h h,111\lllll!llli" \\Ith tll,· L!CHHJ \\'hit h ll J',, 
H,•,1,11y, 1h,·1,·J"r1·. h il,LJ111ony 111~11llfP...,t1nL: 
it, 11\\ll 11111111 ... 11 11.itun· 111 ~ht> \Vorld of 
l't,rm 
CRABTREE HAIRCUTTERS 
205 N. Fulton St. 
273-2023 
VALENTINES? 
or any other day, it's incredible! 
20,000 
_Beautiful Thing~ 
'At Great Prices .. : 
t~ I~ l~A'I~ I tt N * 
Underground Dept. Store 
103 The Commons (near Cayuga St) 
Cash-Check-Visa-Master Charge 
Michele Mallory, assisted by--.-;.-;.-;.";.";.';.ii';.";.";.";.";.";.';.";.";.";.";.~";_";_-;.~-;.-;.";";.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;..-;.-;.-;.-;.-;_--.... 
Donna Glaser, scored Ithaca's 
first goal. Ithaca's strong 
defense, led by Goalie Sally 
Bishop, held Princeton to only 
three mote goals. At the end 
of the second period, Joanne 
White, scored the Bombers 
final goal. Although a loss, it 
certainly was a moral victory 
for the Ithaca team. This 
weekend Ithaca heads to 
Brockport and RIT hoping to 
be victorious. 
Our 9th Year 
Now at 2 Locations 
MONTESSORI 
Teacher Training 
APPROVED BY THE 
AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY 
Summer Academic Program 
Beaver College & 
Cornell University 
12 graduate credits available from 
Beaver College and 9 graduate 
credits from Elmira College 
Call or write reg,slrar 
AERCO/Phlla. Teacher Training 
1400 E. Willow Grove Ave 
Ph1Ja .. PA 19118(215)233-0141 
AERCO/llhaca Teacher Training 
Ms. Carole Korngold 
25 Roxbury Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
(914) 472-0038/472-9196 
SENIOR INTERVIEWS will be held February 
16 at Career Plarming Off ice. Call or 
care in. for an app:::>inbrent. Gannett 
Center. 
Special People ... People Who Care 
FEBRUARY 16, 1979 
FOR THE TOUGHEST JOB 
YOU'LL EVER LOVE. 
INTERVIEWS: 
FOR SENIORS February 16; 
ntact career Planning 
Office, Gannett Center, 
for an appointrrent. ---
PEA CE CORPS 0 
A IDRID 
OF 
OPPORI'UNITY 
VOLUNTEERS 
SPO RTSPO RTSPO RTS 
Bo1nhers Face A Busv Week 
A home contest with ICAC 
foe Alfred on Wednesday 
kicks off the busiest week of 
the season for Ithaca's basket-
ball Bombers, with five games 
scheduled in an eight-day 
span. 
The Bombers, 7-5 following 
Monday night's 65-60 win 
over Cortland, complete a 
three game homestand against 
RPI on Friday, then face 
nationally ranked Hamilton in 
Clinton on Saturday night. 
Ithaca returns home for a 
make-up game with Hobart on 
Monday before traveling to The Bombers had trailed by And the B·ombers have cer-
Rochester for a Wednesday four points with three minutes tainfy had their share of 
meeting with St. John Fisher. left in regulation, but Mike plusses, winning seven of nine 
Tip-off for all games is 8 p.m. Patterson and Tom Ellis hit games aft_er a disastrous 0-3 
In its only games last week, jumpers for Ithaca to tie it, start. In fact, an ICAC title is 
Ithaca nipped Clarkson 66:64 and Clarkson's John Tarbell still within reach, with every 
in overtime for its fourth missed a twelve-footer with 10 conference team holding at 
straight win, then dropped an seconds remaining. least one loss. 
87-71 decision to St. Lawrence The Bombers came up short The Ithacans finally retur-
on the latter's home court. the following night against St. ned home on Monday (Feb. 5) 
The Saturday afternoon loss Lawrence, as George Hughes after an 18-day absence, and 
snapped a three-game road and Drew Skonberg combined celebrated with a 65-60 win 
streak for the Bombers, after for 57 points and 33 rebounds. over Cortland. Sophomore 
consecutive wins at Colgate, Forward Herb Richmond Tom Ellis had his best game as 
RPI and Clarkson. It also paced the Bombers with 19 a Bomber, scoring 22 points 
leveled Ithaca's conference points, Dan Harris added 18 on !Ox13 shooting, and grabb-
mark at 2-2, with seven ICAC points and 8 assists, and ing six rebounds. Jim 
games ahead in the month of Waitkavicz had 15 points and Waikavicz collected a.. carccr-
Fcbruary. 11 rebounds. high 17 rebounds, as the Born-
Against Clarkson on Friday Still, the Bombers had won bers outboarded the Red 
the Bombers called upon the three out of four games on a Dragons 45-21. 
leadership of co-captain Jim._ demanding road trip, reason It was Ithaca's second win 
Waitkavicz, who responded enough for Coach Tom Baker over Cortland this year (the 
with his best performance of to smile. Bombers won 71-70 at Cor-
t he season. The 6-4 forward "We played better- today tland), but not an impressive 
poured in a career-high 27 (than vs. Clarkson)," noted performance by any means. 
points and pulled down 14 - Baker. "We were behind by The Bombers committed 21 
rebounds, and was subsequcn- six points most of the way, but turnovers, and let a 15-point 
tly named to the weekly ECAC we had to take extreme lead evaporate to four points 
All-Star team for the second measures.to catch up. l don't with 1:10 left on the clock. 
straight week. Waitkavicz, think they're 16 points better Two free throws by Mike Pat-
Mike Patterson and Chuck than us. terson with 0:43 left gave 
Haskins scored in the over- "I've said to this team all Ithaca a six-point lead, 
time session to seal the victory, along: 'No loss is however, and insured the final 
Tim Forbes is fouled by a Hartwick defender as he drives in Ithaca's third overtime win in catastrophic, no matter what. outcome. 
for a lay-up. Photo by Jon Crispin three tries. Every game we win is a plus." . 
NHL Meets RussianAll-Stars 
by George Goodman 
The Russian All-Star 
hockey team will meet the 
National Hockey League All-
Star team in a three game 
series beginning tonite. 
Games 2 and 3 will be played 
Saturday afternoon andSatur-
day night. All three games 
will take place at New York's 
Madison Square Garden. The 
Challenge Cup series, as it is 
being called, represents two 
contrasting st~1ies of hockey. 
Ever since the first meeting 
of these two hockey powers 
back in 1972, there has been 
much discussion concerning 
which atyle is better. To help 
settle the question, the 
Russians and the NFL have 
met in 1972 and 1976. But 
these series have helped fuel 
the argument instead. 
The Russians are noted for 
their strong conditioning, fast, 
smooth skating and their fine 
pinpoint passing. The NFL 
(or the North American style) 
is known for more body-
check i ng, harder hitting, 
dumping the puck into the op-
posing attacking zone and 
chasing the puck and finally, 
the slapshot. 
Recently, each style of 
hockey have taken what they 
consider to be the best of the 
other style and incorporated 
into their game. Since the 
1972 series, the National 
Hockey League has concen-
trated on its conditioning. 
Then Philadelphia Fiyer coach 
Fn:d Shero (now the Coach-
General Manager of the New 
York Rangers) visited Russia 
and came back with the new 
ways · of practicing, con-
ditioning and playing hockey. 
Since then, more NHL teams 
have power skating drills, 
there is more emphasis of 
passing and finesse.-
The Russians meanwhile 
have adopted some of the Nor-
th American methods such as 
body-checking. In the past, 
the idea of dumping the puck 
into the attacking zone was 
almost sinful. 
The Russians much rather 
carry the puck over the blue 
line themselv_es. But recently, 
the Russians have started 
dumping the puck in and using 
their speed to retrieve the 
puck. Whether the Russians 
continue this dumping method 
in this series remains to be 
seen. The Visitors have also 
brought with them two big 
players on defense to add 
muscle. The Russian coach, 
Viktor Tikhonov, has even 
gone as far as to say that they 
(the Russians) are more 
physical than the NHL. We 
will see. 
The Russians still are fast-
skating, slick passing team 
they used to be. They still like 
to carry the puck over the 
blueline, despite what they 
have done recently. The NHL 
has selected some players to 
stifle this type of attack. In 
the past, the NHL mostly 
chose their best players with 
offensive ability and gave little 
regard to defense. 
On this year's team, it is dif-
ferent. On defense, the NHL 
have people who can play 
defense as welll as rush the 
puck. They also have a tall 
team. Players such as Larry 
Robinson, Serge Savard and 
Barry Beck are more concer-
ned with defense then with of-
fense. Being tall gives them a 
continued on page I I 
"B''Team Keeps Winning 
by Peter Brown 
Tuesday night in the Ben 
Light gym, I.C.'s Varsity "B" 
Basketball team stretched its 
winning streak to four games 
against Cortland State. After 
a mediocre first half, Coach, 
Congdon's team came out of 
the locker room and quickly 
turned a four point deficit into 
an 8 to 12 point lead that 
lasted the entire second half. 
Head Coach Tom Baker's 
change from Varsity and 
Jayvee teams to Varsity "A" 
and Varsity "B" squads has 
proved to be more than a 
change of names, which is 
evident by the success of the 
team this year. Because the 
Varsity "B" squad runs the 
same offenses and defenses as 
the Varsity "A" squad, the 
team always has reserve 
players to move up. Jeff Cor-
nish, Jimmy Duncan, and Pat 
Clark are three such players 
that have seen action on both 
squads. 
Coach Baker is especially 
-proud of this year's team unity 
that was lacking so badly last 
year. Jeff Cornish, a veteran 
player from last year's Jayvee 
team, likes the new system. 
"There's a new feeling of 
pride and togetherness this 
ye~u that last year's program 
never generated.'' 
Varsity "B" will try to con-
tinue their winnirig ways 
tomorrow in the Ben Light 
Gym against Cornell at 6:00 
p.m. Rugged inside work will 
be performed by 6'5" Jim 
Eimers and 6'5" freshperson 
Pat Clark, while 5' 11" fresh-
person Jim Duncan, 6'2" 
freshperson Dan Brown and 
5' 11" Cornish carry out guard 
duty. 
Gymnasts Split Dual Meet 
The Ithaca Women's gym-
nastics team took one win and 
one loss at their double-duel 
meet in Buffalo Saturday. 
Ithaca outpointed Canisius by 
an impressive margin I 16.30-
91.05, and took second place 
in the meet to Slippery Rock, 
which scored 120.05. This 
makes the Bomber's record 4-
3. 
A 1though Slippery Rock 
ke!")t their lead throughout tht: 
meet, Ithaca placed well in 
each event. In vaulting Winky 
Ward. a consistantly high 
scorer for the Bombers tied for 
first place with an 8.40. Linda 
Johnson also scored very well 
with an 8.15 for 5th place. 
The floor exercise was won 
by Johnson whose strong 
routine received an 8 .15. Not 
far behind was Adrienne 
Corley who took 3rd place 
with a 7.9, and Teri Stalker 
with a 6th place score of 7.7 
On the uneven bars Jean 
McDermott took 3rd place 
with a 7 .55, followed closely 
by Ward who took 4th place 
witha7.45. · 
Diane Riefenstahl gave a 
solid performance on the 
balance beam to claim 2nd 
place with a 7.15. Wendy 
Eisenmann also did very well 
scoring a 6.85 for 6th piace. 
In the all-around Johnson 
placed 3rd with her score of 
28.35. 
The Bombers next home 
meet will be Saturday Feb. IO 
at 2:00 when they will be host-
ing East Stroudsburg, one of 
the more challenging teams 
they will meet this season, and 
Hofstra University. · 
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WinkyWard, one of Ithaca's top gymnasts, perJorms on the 
uneven bars .. 
